Abstract
Introduction
Consider the problem of computing a maximum s-t flow in a graph with unit edge capacities. While there are many different algorithms known for this problem we discuss one which views the problem purely as one of packing s-t paths so that constraints imposed by edge-capacities are not violated. The algorithm associates a length with each edge and at any step it routes a unit flow along the shortest s-t path.
It then multiplies the length of every edge on this path by 1 + for a fixed . Thus the longer an edge is the more is the flow through it. Since we always choose the shortest s-t path to route flow along, we essentially try to balance the flow on all edges in the graph. One can argue that, if, after sufficiently many steps, M is the maximum flow through an edge, then the flow computed is almost M times the maximum s-t flow. Therefore scaling the flow by M gives a feasible flow which is almost maximum.
Note that the length of an edge at any step is exponential in the total flow going through the edge. Such a length function was first proposed by Shahrokhi and Matula [13] who Supported by the EU ESPRIT LTR Project N. 20244 (ALCOM-IT).
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used it to compute the throughput of a given multicommodity flow instance. While this problem (and all other problems considered in this paper) can be formulated as a linear program and solved to optimality using fast matrix multiplication [16] , in [13] were mainly interested in providing fast, possibly approximate, combinatorial algorithms. Their procedure, which applied only to the case of uniform edge capacities, computed a 1 + !-approximation to the maximum throughput in time polynomial in ! ,1 . The key idea of their procedure, which was adopted in a lot of subsequent work, was to compute an initial flow by disregarding edge capacities and then to reroute this, iteratively, along short paths so as to reduce the maximum congestion on any edge.
The running time of [13] was improved significantly by Klein et.al. [9] . It was then extended and refined to the case of arbitrary edge capacities by Leighton et.al. [10] , Goldberg [4] and Radzik [12] to obtain better running times; see Table 1 for the current best bound.
Plotkin, Shmoys and Tardos [11] and Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [7] observed that a similar technique could be applied to solve any fractional packing or covering problem. Their approach, for packing problems, starts with an infeasible solution. The amount by which a packing constraint is violated is captured by a variable which is exponential in the extent of this violation. At any step the packing is modified by a fixed amount in a direction determined by these variables. Hence, the running time of the procedure depends upon the maximum extent to which any constraint could be violated; this is referred to as the width of the problem [11] . The running time of their algorithm for packing problems being only pseudo-polynomial, [11] suggest different ways of reducing the width of the problem.
In a significant departure from this line of research and motivated by ideas from randomized rounding, Young [17] proposed an oblivious rounding approach to packing problems. Young's approach has the essential ingredient of previous approaches -a length function which measures, and is exponential in, the extent to which each constraint is violated by a given solution. However, [17] builds the solution from scratch and at each step adds to the packing a variable which violates only such packing constraints that are not already too violated. In particular, for multicommodity flow, it implies a procedure which does not involve rerouting flow (the flow is only scaled at the end) and which for the case of maximum s-t flow reduces to the algorithm discussed at the beginning of this section.
Our Contributions. In this paper we provide a unified framework for a host of multicommodity flow and packing problems which yields significantly simpler and faster algorithms than previously known. Our approach is similar to Young's approach for packing problems. However, we develop a new and simple combinatorial analysis which has the added flexibility that it allows us to make the greatest possible advance at each step. Thus for the setting of maximum s-t flows with integral edge capacities, Young's procedure routes a unit flow at each step while our procedure would route enough flow so as to saturate the minimum capacity edge on the shortest s-t path. This simple modification is surprisingly powerful and delivers better running times and simpler proofs. In particular, it lets us argue that the contribution of a constraint to the running time of the procedure cannot exceed a certain bound which is independent of the width. This yields a new and straightforward strongly-polynomial combinatorial approximation algorithm for the fractional packing problem (Section 3). The earlier algorithm for this problem, due to Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [5] reduced the problem to two resource sharing problems.
Our approach yields a new, very natural, algorithm for maximum concurrent flow (Section 5) which extends in a straightforward manner to min-cost multicommodity flows (Section 6). Both these algorithms use a min-cost flow computation as a subroutine as do all earlier algorithms. Contradicting popular belief that using min-cost flow as a subroutine is better, we provide algorithms for these two problems which use shortest path computations as a subroutine and are faster than previous algorithms by at least a factor min n n; nk log k m o where k; m; n are the number of commodities, edges and vertices respectively. Note that in the running time of our algorithms for concurrent flow problems we can replace C 2 log k by Olog n! ,2 + log k using a trick from earlier papers;
we remark on this in Section 5.
Maximum multicommodity flow
Given a graph G = V ;E with edge capacities c : E ! R + and k pairs of terminals s i ; t i , with one commodity associated with each pair, we want to find a multicommodity flow such that the sum of the flows of all commodities is maximized. The dual of the maximum multicommodity flow problem is an assignment of lengths l : E ! R + to the edges such that Dl def = P e lece is minimized. This is subject to the constraint that the shortest path between any pair s i ; t i under the length function l, which we denote by dist i l, is at least one. Let l def = min i dist i l be the minimum length path between any pair of terminals. Then the dual problem is equivalent to finding a length function l : E ! R + such that Dl l is minimized. Let def = min l Dl= l. The algorithm proceeds in iterations. Let l i,1 be the length function at the beginning of the i th iteration and f i,1 be the total flow routed in iterations 1 : : : i , 1 . Let P be a path of length l i,1 between a pair of terminals and let c be the capacity of the minimum capacity edge on P. In the i th iteration we route c units of flow along P. Thus f i = f i,1 + c. The function l i differs from l i,1 only in the lengths of the edges along P; these are modified as l i e = l i,1 e1 + c=ce, where is a constant to be chosen later.
Initially every edge e has length , ie., l 0 e = for some constant to be chosen later. For brevity we denote l i ; D l i by i; D i respectively. The procedure stops after t iterations where t is the smallest number such that t 1. O(! ,3 m 2 log m) [14] mC 1 In constants concurrent flow [12, 10] 2k log k + mC 2 T sp
Analysis
For k m=n
Max. cost-bounded Ok! ,2 + log k log n log! ,1 k 2k log k + 1 C 2 T mcf log! ,1 k concurrent flow T mcf ) [6] 2k log k + m + 1 C 2 T sp For k m=n Since this quantity should be no more than our approximation ratio 1 + w we choose appropriately.
Running time
In the i th iteration we increase the length of the minimum capacity edge along P by a factor of 1 + . Since for any edge e, l 0 e = and l t e 1 + the number of iterations in which e is the minimum capacity edge on the path chosen in that iteration is at most d 1 log 1+ Le. Using the fact that there are m edges we get the following theorem. 
Packing LP
A packing LP is a linear program of the kind max c T xjAx b; x 0 where A; b and c are m n; m 1 and n 1 matrices all of whose entries are positive. We also assume that for all i; j, the i; j th entry of A, Ai; j, is at most bi. Once again our procedure will be iterative. Let y k,1 be the dual variables and f k,1 the value of the primal solution at the beginning of the k th iteration. Let q be the minimum length column of A ie., y k,1 = length y k,1 q -this corresponds to the path along which we route flow in this iteration. The minimum capacity edge is the row for which bi=Ai; q is minimum; let this be row p. Thus in this iteration we will increase the primal variable xq by an amount bp=Ap; q so that f k = f k,1 +cqbp=Ap; q.
The dual variables are modified as y k i = y k,1 i1 + bp=Ap; q bi=Ai; q where is a constant to be chosen later.
The initial values of the dual variables are given by y 0 i = =bi, for some constant to be chosen later. For brevity we denote y k ; D y k by k; D k respectively. Thus D0 = m . The procedure stops at the first iteration t such that Dt 1.
Analysis
The analysis here proceeds almost exactly as in the case of maximum multicommodity flow. gives a feasible solution of value as in the claim.
The rest of the analysis is exactly the same as in Section 2.1 with m replacing L. Thus = 1 + 1 + m ,1= .
Running time
In the k th iteration we increase the dual variable of the "minimum capacity" row by a factor of 1 + . Since for any row i, y 0 i = =bi and y t i 1 + =bi and there are m rows in all, the total number of iterations is at most md 1 log 1+ me. 
Spreading metrics
Given a graph G = V ;E with edge costs c : E ! R + , a spreading metric is an assignment of lengths to the edges, l : E ! R + , so as to minimize P e lece subject to the constraint that for any set S V and vertex r 2 S, P v2S dist r;v l fS where dist r;v l is the distance from r to v under the length function l and f is a function only of the size of S. For the linear arrangement problem fS = jSj , 1jSj , 3=4 [2] while for the problem of computing a -separator 1 fS is defined as jSj , jV j [3] .
Since the length function l is positive, the shortest paths from r to the other vertices in S forms a tree -the shortest path tree rooted at r. The primal program, which is a packing LP, has a nonnegative variable xT; S; r for every tree T, subset S T and vertex r 2 S and is as follows maximize P T;S;r xT; S; rfS subject to 8e 2 E P T:e2T xT; S; ru e T; S; r ce
Note that the packing LP has exponentially many variables. However, the 1 + w-approximation to the optimum fractional solution, in the previous Section, only needed an oracle that returned the "most violated constraint" of the dual LP. In this setting, this oracle is a subroutine, which, given a length function l finds a triple T; S; r for which P e2T leu e T; S; r=fS, or equivalently P v2S dist r;v l;T=fS, is minimum.
Our subroutine will try out all n choices for vertex r and for each of these it will determine the best choice of T ; S . For a given r and every subset S, the expression 1 a minimum cost set of edges whose removal disconnects the graph into connected components each of which has at most jV j vertices. P v2S dist r;v l;T is minimized when T is the tree of shortest paths from r and under the length function l. Therefore, for a given r, our choice of T will be the shortest path tree rooted at r. Since fS depends only on jSj, given that jSj = k, the ratio P v2S dist r;v l;T=fS is minimized when S is the set of k nearest vertices to r. Amongst the n different choices for k, and hence for S, we choose the set for which the above ratio is minimum.
The subroutine thus requires n single-source shortest path computations. The running time of the procedure is obtained by noting that the subroutine is invoked once in each of the md 1 log 1+ me iterations. 
Maximum concurrent flow
Once again we are given a graph with edge capacities c : E ! R + and k commodities with s i ; t i being the source, sink for commodity i. Now each commodity has a demand di associated with it and we want to find the largest such that there is a multicommodity flow which routes di units of commodity i. Let min cost j l be the minimum cost of shipping dj units of flow from s j to t j where le is the cost of shipping one unit of flow along edge e and the total flow through e is at most ce. Further let l def = P k j=1 min cost j l. The dual problem now is an assignment of lengths to the edges, l : E ! R + , such that Dl= l is minimized. Let be this minimum. For now we assume that 1 and shall remove this assumption later.
The algorithm now proceeds in phases; each phase is composed of k iterations. Consider the j th iteration of the i th phase and let l i;j,1 be the length function before this iteration. In this iteration we route dj units of commodity j along the paths given by min cost j l i;j,1 . Let f i;j e be the flow through edge e. The length function is modified as l i;j e = l i;j,1 e1 + f i;j e=ce. Then The lengths at the start of the i + 1 th phase are the same as that at the end of the i th phase, ie., l i+1;0 = l i;k . Initially, for any edge e, l 1;0 e = =ce = l 0;k e. Now it remains to choose suitably so that 1 , ,3 is at most our desired approximation ratio 1 + w.
The Analysis

Running time
By weak-duality we have 1 t , 1 log 1+ 1 and hence the number of phases in the above procedure, t, is strictly less than 1 + log 1+ 1= which implies that
The running time of our computation depends on which can be reduced/increased by multiplying the demands/capacities appropriately. Let z i be the maximum possible flow of commodity i and let z def = min i z i =di. Then z denotes the maximum fraction of the demands that can be routed independently and hence z=k z. We scale the capacities/demands so that z=k= 1 thus satisfying our assumption that 1. Note however that could now be as large as k.
If our procedure does not stop within 2d 1 log 1+ m 1, e (= T, say) phases then we know that 2. We double the demands of all commodities and continue the procedure. Note that is now half its value in the previous phase and is at least 1. We run the procedure for an additional T phases and if it does not halt we again double demands. Since we halve the value of after every T phases, the total number of phases is at most T log k. The number of phases can be reduced further using an idea from [11] . We first compute a 2-approximation to using the procedure outlined above. This requires Olog k log m phases and returns^ , ^ 2 . Now create a new instance by multiplying demands by^ =2; this instance has 1 2. Therefore we need at most an additional T phases to obtain a 1+w-approximation. Thus the number of phases is Olog mlog k + ln 1 + ,1 which multiplied by k gives the number of single commodity min-cost flow computations required.
Minimum cost multicommodity flow
Given an instance of the multicommodity flow problem, as in the previous section, edge costs b : E ! R + , where be represents the cost incurred in shipping 1 unit of flow along edge e, and a bound B, we consider the problem of maximizing subject to the additional constraint that the cost of the flow is no more than B. The dual of this linear program is an assignment of lengths to the edges, l : E ! R + , and a scalar -which we view as a length associated with a pseudo-edge of capacity B -such that Dl; def = P e lece + B is minimized subject to the constraint that l; def = P j min cost j l + b is at least 1. This is equivalent to finding a length function l; such that Dl; = l; is minimum; let denote this minimum value. As in the case of maximum concurrent flow we begin by assuming that 1.
Once again the algorithm proceeds in phases each of which is composed of k iterations. In the j th iteration of the i th phase we begin with length functions l i;j,1 ; i;j,1 and route dj units of commodity j. As before, for all edges e, define l i+1;0 e = l i;k e and l 1;0 e = l 0;k e = =ce. Similarly i+1;0 = i;k and 1;0 = =B.
The flow in each iteration is routed in a sequence of steps; in each step we only route so much flow that its cost does not exceed the bound B. Let l s,1 i;j ; s,1 i;j be the length functions at the start of the s th step (see Fig. 1) ; the lengths at the start of the first step are given by l 0 i;j = l i;j,1 and 0 i;j = i;j,1 . Further, let d s,1 i;j be the flow of commodity j that remains to be routed in this iteration. We compute f s 
Analysis
Note that now The remainder of the analysis is exactly as in Section 5.1. The only modification is in the claim about the throughput of the flow routed. Now we need to argue that the cost of the flow after we scale it by log 1+ 1= is at most B, or equivalently, that the cost of the flow routed in the first t,1 iterations is at most B log 1+ 1= . This follows from the fact that t,1;k 1=B (since Dt , 1 1) , that 1;0 = =Band that in our procedure every time we route flow whose total cost is B we increase by at least a factor 1 + . 
Running time
Note that except for the last step in each iteration, in all other steps we increase the length function by a factor 1 + . This implies that the total number of steps exceeds the number of iterations by at most log 1+ 1= . 
Avoiding min-cost flow computations
We now use ideas from our algorithm for min-cost multicommodity flow to give algorithms for the maximum concurrent flow and min-cost multicommodity flow problems which use shortest path computations instead of min-cost flow computations and are faster than the algorithms in Section 5 and 6 by at least a factor min n n; nk log k m o .
Maximum concurrent ow revisited
Define l def = P j djdist j l where dist j l denotes the shortest path distance between s j and t j under the length function l. The dual to the maximum concurrent flow problem can also be viewed as an assignment of lengths to edges, l : E ! R + , such that Dl= l is minimized. Let be this minimum.
The structure of this new algorithm is similar to that in the previous section. Thus the algorithm runs in phases each of which is composed of k iterations. In the j th iteration of the i th phase we route dj units of commodity j in a sequence of steps. Let l s,1 i;j be the length function before the s th step and let P s i;j be the shortest path between s j and t j , ie., P s i;j has length dist j l s,1 i;j . In this step we route 
Min-cost multicommodity ow revisited
We now define l;
to the min-cost multicommodity flow problem is an assignment of lengths to edges, l : E ! R + , and a scalar such that Dl= l is minimized. Let be this minimum.
The algorithm differs from the one developed in Section 6 in that at any step we route flow along only one path, which, if this is the s th step of the j th phase of the i th iteration, is the shortest path between s j and t j under the length function l s,1 i;j + b s,1 i;j . If the minimum capacity edge on this path has capacity c then the flow function at this step, f s i;j , corresponds to routing c units of flow along this path. If c d s,1 i;j and the cost of this flow is less than B we route this flow completely. Else we scale it so that the flow routed in this step has cost no more than B and the total flow routed in this iteration does not exceed dj.
The analysis of the algorithm proceeds as in Section 6.1 with the only modification that min cost j : is replaced with djdist j :. For the running time we need only observe that in each step, except the last step in an iteration, we increase, either the length of some edge or the value of by a factor 1 + . The lengths of the edges and can each be increased by a factor 1 + at most log 1+ 
Integrality
A multicommodity flow has integrality q if the flow of every commodity on every edge is a non-negative integer multiple of q. In this section we show how small modifications to the algorithms discussed in previous sections lead to flows that have small integrality.
Our algorithm for maximum multicommodity flow routes flow along a path P in the i th iteration. If c is the capacity of a minimum capacity edge on P then we require that the flow routed in this iteration be no more than c. However, note that if we route q c units along P and increase the length of an edge e on P by a factor 1 + q=ce then the algorithm still delivers a 1, ,2 -approximation to the maximum multicommodity flow, albeit with a worse running time. To obtain a feasible flow we scale the flow constructed in this manner by log 1+ 1= . Thus if we were routing q units in a certain iteration then only q log 1+ 1= units "appear" in the feasible solution. For maximum concurrent flow we use the algorithm from Section 7. Recall that in the s th step of the j th iteration in the i th phase we route f s i;j = min c; d s,1 i;j units of flow along path P s i;j where c is the capacity of the minimum capacity edge on this path and d s,1 i;j is the residual demand of the j th commodity. As in the case of maximum multicommodity flow we route q f s i;j units of flow in this step and increase the length of an edge e on P by a factor 1 + q=ce. To ensure that exactly q units of flow can be routed in each step of the j th iteration we require that dj be an integral multiple of q. To obtain a feasible flow we scale the flow constructed by log 1+ 1= . Hence in the final solution the flow appears in units of q log 1+ m=1, . The above theorem and its corollary also hold for the setting of min-cost multicommodity flows.
